Insiders Commentary On The State Of Our Secondary Schools
How Trey Lance's family prepared him for his NFL journey out of small-town America Carlton and Angie have helped mold him into a holy terror who could be the latest dynamic young NFL quarterback to give defenses migraines.

S.F. police arrest teen suspect in Excelsior District homicide By Ricardo Cano A 17 year-old male was arrested as a suspect in the killing of a man Friday evening in the Excelsior District, San Francisco police said Sunday. Police were called to a reported shooting
List: How to get your teen a COVID-19 vaccination in the Bay Area

By Jessica Flores

Children ages 12 to 15 can start getting Pfizer coronavirus vaccinations in the Bay Area and elsewhere in California starting Thursday. State health officials on Wednesday announced parents

So is American policing Tuesday's verdict followed a thorough prosecution and underwhelming defense that
confirmed the impression of indefensible brutality left by a bystander's video of Floyd's 9\frac{12}{12}-minute asphyxiation under Chauvin's

**Editorial: Derek Chauvin's defense is proving there's no defending George Floyd's death** That's where he died after nearly 10 excruciating minutes of asphyxiation, where a few forever-changed witnesses saw his killing not on video but in person, and where they became the first of legions of Floyd's
Hollywood wouldn’t cast a Filipino American as a leading man. As a teen in the '90s, the Pittsburg native was already in an elite Hollywood circle of child stars, especially after playing the memorable Rufio in the 1991 Steven Spielberg film "Hook." But some may

Review: In "Facing the Mountain," the paradox of Japanese American internment The book’s heroes are American soldiers and civilians, men and women who look in the mirror and see "Americans"
looking back at them,” only to go outside and be viewed as foreign enemies. The subject is timely,

**America’s minimum wage debate is at a tipping point.** On this episode of the Extra Spicy podcast, find out the origin of America’s tipping culture and its links to the minimum wage debate. On Today's Episode: Saru Jayaraman of One Fair Wage discusses the origin

**Ten Republicans stand tall in defense of American democracy** But the one fact the Leader of 20,000 Lies
cannot escape is that he is the only president in
American history to be impeached twice.

**Wild defense firm as Sharks fall 3-2** The Sharks pulled
galie Martin Jones for an extra man with more than 90
seconds left, but the Wild defense held on for the win.

**Review: In "Boogie," starring East Bay native Taylor Takahashi, an Asian American teen dreams of making the NBA** A glowering New York teen whose game better approximates street ball than the
team game espoused at his Queens high school, Boogie dreams of landing a scholarship to an elite college program and playing in the

Fresno man visiting S.F. who used illegal firearm to kill Bay Area man acted in self defense, jury finds By Lauren Hernández A Fresno man who visited San Francisco last summer and used an illegal firearm to shoot and kill a Bay Area man was acquitted of murder Tuesday by jurors who agreed that the killing was an
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